
Cotswold 24 Hour Race – 25th & 26th July 

Royton Road Runners Race Log 

 

1st lap - Colin  

Difficult to keep slow. Nice course & dry underfoot. Armed to keep sub 9 but ended up with 

8.35min/mile. Met some good guys en route & managed to run in packs. Heating up towards the 

end & nice to see Dave waiting. Ready for some food, drink & sun cream.  

2nd lap - Dave 

Set off nice & steady but couldn't resist catching up our chatty neighbour Craig from Leeds (also 

running as part of a pair) & we ran most of the route together. Nice meandering route, good mix of 

on & off road. Feels very warm when not sheltered by the trees. Nearly missed a couple of turns but 

don't think that'll happen again! Garmin says 47:05, 8:21 min/miles. Results show us joint 2nd in the 

pairs after 2 laps. Feeling OK! 

3rd lap - Colin 

Felt very strong & perhaps pushed on a little too much. 44:48 at 8.04min/miles. Feel more tired now 

so will be more disciplined on next lap. Currently 2nd in group but leaders a long way ahead. Hope 

they fade as the race evolves. Need to behave on next lap. Time for some water, salt & chicken!!! 

4th lap - Dave 

Another lap with the Craig - he caught me up this time. Felt the heat on that lap, need to make sure 

we take on plenty of liquid in the breaks. Just took the opportunity to put my Garmin on charge, so 

don't know exact pace, but roughly similar to previous lap. Feeling a bit daunted by how long we've 

still got to go! 

5th lap - Colin 

Tougher lap again. Need to run with someone slower on next lap. Another 45.14 lap. Very naughty. 

Too quick. More drinks needed as really hotting up but noted group in 1st place are already slowing.  

6th lap - Dave 

Starting to feel it now! Thanks to Colin's efforts I was running on my own this lap, discovered how 

peaceful the park is. Need to take care at the left turn just after 7K - there are signs on both sides of 

track but think it'll be easy to miss in the dark. Still enjoying it, but there's a long way to go! Will be 

glad when it starts to cool down a bit. 

7th lap - Colin 

Tough lap & seems to be getting hotter & hotter. More discipline in pacing & managing to get in 

groups when possible. Need the rest this lap. Just had 20 mins sleep. Feel slightly refreshed. Off to 

meet Dave again - hope he had another peaceful lap.  



8th lap - Dave 

Met my friend Sarah in the last break, good to catch up & take my mind off the coming lap! Slowing 

down a bit, but seem to be overtaking more runners. Felt a bit of drop in energy from around 6K on 

that lap, maybe not eating enough, so going to try to get a bit more down me in this break. Hoping 

it'll start to cool down soon! 

9th lap - Colin 

Starting to cool down & good to run more sensible pace but still overtaking plenty of runners. 

Started to walk steeper hills but not sure it makes massive difference. Going to try another 30 min 

power nap. Keep going Dave!!! 

10th lap - Dave 

Taking longer to get into a rhythm at the start of each lap, but not so bad once I’m into my running. 

That was the first time in 3 laps that I haven't gone over on my ankle at the same point between 1K 

& 2K, which was a bonus. Hills are only small but starting to get tougher. Looks like we'll be going for 

some double laps soon to give each other a longer rest. Rain apparently due around midnight! Colin 

looking good, just keeps churning these laps out! 

11th lap - Colin 

Easy-peasy lap. Only joking. Better paced & managed to link in with other similarly suffering runners. 

Scary to think we are only a third of the way into the ordeal. Thanks to Dave for doing 2 laps so that I 

can eat. I can recommend the chilli!! 

12th & 13th laps - Dave 

That was tough! Ran a bit slower on the first lap, but that didn't really help much. Second lap really 

hard going, not helped by the fact that it's now pretty dark, some of the sections through the woods 

are tricky even with a head torch. Overall much slower - 9:47 per mile. Starting to get cold too. The 

chilli was good! 

14th & 15th laps - Colin 

2 laps= awful. 49 mins & 59 mins. Back to singles from now on. Spare head torch here if Dave wants 

to try it. Going for a lie down for 30 mins. Nearly brought chilli back… 

16th lap - Dave 

Worst run yet, despite the longer break. Really struggling in the dark, especially the off-road 

sections. Colin’s spare head torch is far superior to mine, so hopefully I'll run better on the next one. 

Can't wait for the return of daylight! We've now run about 44 miles each, so entering uncharted 

territory...hell of an achievement already, whatever we do from here.  

  



17th lap - Colin 

Fairly pleased with that lap. Feeling OK at the moment but needing some walk breaks. 52.44 lap 

which I suppose is not too shoddy. Hope the new torch helps. Checked on results & we are only 8 

mins down on 1st place & gaining. Keep going Dave!!! 

18th lap - Dave 

Much better with Colin’s torch! Not as quick as his laps now he seems to have got his second wind, 

but a big improvement on my last one. We're now in the lead. A bit of rain but (so far) only light 

drizzle. Quite refreshing. Hopefully going to start getting light soon. We can do this! 

19th lap - Colin 

Good lap. Tired. Need sleep. We can win!!! 15 mins ahead. 

20th lap - Dave 

Much better. Took a while to get going, but picked it up in the second half, helped by the fact that it 

started to get light. Very impressed with the times Colin is running - that break when we did the 

double laps really seems to have given him a new lease of life. Bizarrely, I don't feel I need sleep at 

all (yet). Still a long way to go, but feels like we're on the home straight now. If we can just keep 

running these lap times for a few more hours... 

21st lap - Colin 

Very impressed with our consistency. Only a few more laps of pain & then we can stop. If we lap the 

other team we may be able to finish early. Need to do the sums. I am doing lots of walking now but 

trying to make the running that I do count. Dave’s doing great. Keep this up & the trophy (I checked) 

will be ours!! Woohoo!!! 

22nd lap. - Dave 

There's a trophy? Even better! Think it's probably worth waiting a bit before we do our sums, they 

can still close the gap. That was my best lap for ages. Getting into a pattern now - a horrible slow, 

stiff-legged start, begin to get into my running by about 2K then a much better second half. Glad the 

rain held off. Three more laps sounds just about manageable! 

23rd lap - Colin 

Grinding the laps out now at low 50 mins. Yes, I have a routine now too. Off for a coffee now. 2 laps 

to go! 

24th lap - Dave 

It's getting tougher every lap & this heavy rain doesn't help...but we're so close now! Think it would 

be perfect if we complete the 24 hours, after all that's what we came here to do. Just one more run 

for Colin, then he’s done (apart from collecting our trophy). I was thinking that for all the running 

we've done together, this is the first time we've actually competed as a team - and it looks as though 

we're going to win!  



25th lap - Colin 

I'm finished. Freezing cold, wet through & chaffed everywhere. I was unable to run at all on that lap. 

Dave has volunteered to run last two laps to take us up to 24 hours. I couldn't help any more. My 

last lap walking was 1h36m compared to all previous times. Thanks for all the encouragement & 

perseverance. Sorry I can't do a final lap. Looking forward to the trophy. 

26th & 27th lap - Dave 

OK - that wasn't the most sensible idea I've ever had. Having persuaded Colin to go out for another 

lap, the heavens opened & we had the worst weather of the whole event. I stood at the changeover 

waiting for him to come in, feeling guilty & thinking that I had to at least do another lap too. Then 

the plan formulated...if I offered to run another double, it would pretty much take us up to 12 noon 

& thus complete our full 24 hours. The course was now getting a little bit boggy in places & (no 

surprise) the second lap was a real struggle - but I just sneaked in under the hour & crossed the line 

at 11:59 precisely. Warm welcome from Colin but I didn't feel that emotional, more relief that it was 

finally all over. 

 

Summary - Dave 

If we'd left with at  least 72 miles completed each (12 laps) & a respectable finish, I'd have been 

extremely happy. To run as far as we did & win our category was incredible. Our first competitive 

event as a pair & a win...perhaps we should retire now? 

Summary - Colin 

Crikey, I am tired. Such a great experience but one which I am not in such a rush to repeat. That 

hurt!! We had set off with a best case scenario of 12 laps each so to finish with 13 laps (me) & 14 

(Dave) was great. Thanks to Dave for his support & the fact that I didn't have to talk to him for the 

last 24 hours except for "more of the same" & "keep going Dave". A great experience made even 

better by the competitive element (we won, in case we didn't mention it earlier). I also never want 

to see Cirencester Park or Lord Bathurst ever again!! 

 

Colin Green (right) & David Emanuel 


